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Chapter 1 - Is the Cost Reduction Associated with
Scaling Over?
by Zvi Or-Bach, the President and CEO of MonolithIC 3D Inc.

“Yes, unless we Augment Dimensional Scaling with monolithic 3D-IC Scaling”

The last 50 years of the semiconductor industry have been all about the
manifestation of Moore's Law in dimensional scaling of Integrated Circuits (ICs). As
consumers of electronic devices we all love to see with every new product cycle better
products at a lower cost. But now storm clouds are forming, as was recently publicly
expressed "Nvidia deeply unhappy with TSMC, claims 20nm essentially worthless".

Clearly dimensional scaling is no longer associated with lower average cost per
transistor. The chart below, published by IBS about a year ago, shows the diminishing
benefit of cost reduction from dimensional scaling. In fact, the chart indicates that the
20nm node might be associated with higher cost than the previous node.

The following Nvidia chart provides the first order explanation. The cost reduction
of dimensional scaling resulted from doubling the number of transistors per wafer. But if
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the wafer cost of the new technology node increases by too much then it neutralizes
that cost reduction. The Nvidia chart shows the wafer cost of recent nodes over time. In
the past (...80nm, 55nm, 40nm) the incremental wafer cost increases were small and
rapid depreciation of those costs resulted in almost constant average wafer price.
Recent nodes (28nm, 20nm, 14nm,...), however, signal a new reality.

The following busy slide of IBM summarizes it clearly: "Net: neither per wafer nor
per gate showing historical cost reduction trends"
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The number one driver to the increase of wafer cost is the increase in the
equipment cost required for processing the next technology node. The following chart
presents the increase in costs of capital, process R&D, and design.
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The sharp increase of costs associated with scaling is a new phenomenon.
There were always costs to move from one node to the next, but they were about
constant or incrementally small.

The following slide presents the innovations that enable dimensional scaling.
Clearly, for many nodes we were able to use the same lithography tools. But once
dimensional scaling reached the limit of light wavelength the lithography tool became
critical and dominant. About for every node the lithography became a major challenge
that required newer equipment and substantial process R&D. Moreover, in the recent
lithography nodes the transistor itself required significant innovation at every node (highk, Metal Gate, Strain, SiGe, Tri-gate,...) and it is clear that future scaled nodes will
require even more of those innovations and their associated costs.

An important part of these costs is the escalating cost of the capital equipment
for the next node fabrication lines. The following figure present the cost dynamic for the
lithography equipment. Note the logarithmic scale of the cost axis.
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Lithography tools grew from less than 10% of wafer fab equipment (WFE)
spending to over 25% and accordingly lithography now represents about 50 % of the
wafer cost.

An interesting implication of growing domination of lithography in semiconductor
processing is the fact that the ASML, which is the lead vendor of lithography tool,
recently passed Applied Material‘s (the leader of all other tools) market cap. Following is
the chart of the stock price of ASML (in red) vs. Applied Material (AMAT).
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The clear conclusion of all of this is that future dimensional scaling is not about to
change these trends. Accordingly, as stated in the IBM slide above: "Net: neither per
wafer nor per gate showing historical cost reduction trends." Unless ...
Unless we change the way we do scaling (remember Einstein‘s famous quote).
Moore‘s Law is about doubling the number of transistors in a semiconductor device. At
that time dimensional scaling was one of the three trends Moore described that would
enable the observed and predicted exponential increase of device integration. It would
seem that it is about time to look on another one of those - increasing the die size. If we
do it by using the 3rd dimension – monolithic 3D-IC – we can achieve both higher
integration and cost reduction!
It is not that we should stop scaling down, it just that if we augment it with scaling
up we can introduce the required changes that can achieve the continuation of the cost
reduction trend. Clearly almost all of the increases of wafer costs are related to the pace
of dimensional scaling. If those costs could be spread over four years instead of two
then the increase in wafer cost would be only about half of what it is now.

It might not be so clear, however, why monolithic 3D should reduce wafer cost.
Shouldn‘t the cost of the double die size spread over two layers be at least double …?
Monolithic 3D IC would reduce wafer cost because of the following elements:

1. Reduced Die Size - It has been shown in many research studies that each
folding into 3D has the potential to reduce the total required silicon area by 50% due to
the reduced re-buffering and reduced sizing of the buffers.

2. Depreciation - Scaling up enables the use of the same fab and process R&D
for few additional years with the associated improvement in deprecation costs and
improved manufacturing efficiencies and yield.

3. Heterogeneous Integration - Scaling up would enable heterogeneous
integration. This will open up the third trend of Moore- improved circuit design. As each
strata of 3D IC could be processed in a different flow, cost and power could be saved by
using a different process flow for logic, memory and I/O.
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